in rural Tasmania
The Hub Team
The Hub has a small office in Burnie,
collocated with the Rural Clinical School,
and a small satellite office at the
Launceston General Hospital. Each team
member works part-time with the Hub and
in other roles as well.
Assoc Prof Dr Deb Wilson
Clinical Director
MBBS, FANZCA, Grad Cert (L&T), AFRACMA,
GAICD

Dr Lynn Hemmings
Medical Education Advisor
PhD, MEd, Grad Dip Ed, BA

Mrs Sarah Jordan
Project Manager
BEc (Hons), MEc, GAICD

Ms Angela Degetto
Project Officer (North)

Mrs Sharee Taylor
Project Support (North West)

To find out more … …
✓ Drop in and see us at either our
Burnie or Launceston Hub Offices
✓ Keep an eye out on noticeboards
to find out about upcoming events
✓ Send us an email at
rural.traininghub@utas.edu.au
BURNIE OFFICE
University of Tasmania
Level 1, Rural Clinical School
Brickport Road
Burnie TAS 7320
03 6430 4930

LAUNCESTON OFFICE
University of Tasmania
Level 2, Northern Integrated Care Service
41 Frankland Street
Launceston TAS 7250
03 6324 3327

rural.traininghub@utas.edu.au
Mrs Donna Campbell
Project Support (North)

Working to improve
postgraduate medical training
pathways
in rural Tasmania

What is the Hub?

Our Objectives

The Commonwealth Government,
through its Integrated Rural Training
Pipeline (IRTP) Initiative, provided
funding for the University of Tasmania to
establish the Tasmanian Rural and
Regional Medical Training Hub (the
Hub).

To link-up the rural medical
training system and provide
more opportunities for doctors
who are interested in rural
careers to

It is one of 26 similar Hubs across rural
and regional Australia that are currently
funded until the end of 2020.

complete the different
stages of their medical
training in rural areas

Our Priorities
In practice, the Hub is working to make
it easier for doctors to train in rural
Tasmania by

•
•
•

The role of the Hubs is to:
1. work with stakeholders to increase
the amount of postgraduate medical
training that can be undertaken in
rural and regional locations; and
2. improve rural postgraduate medical
training experiences.
As part of a rural workforce program, the
overall aim of the Hubs is to try to
increase the number of medical
specialists working in rural and regional
Australia – particularly in disciplines with
a workforce shortage.

and
maintain connections to
rural communities while
they complete their
training

•
•
•
•

Helping to create more rural
training opportunities
Training more rural doctors as
clinical supervisors
Assisting rural hospital
Departments to gain and maintain
training accreditation
Providing support for trainees in
rural areas
Assisting with career planning
Mapping Tasmanian vocational
training pathways and developing
strategies to address gaps
Advocating for changes to College
training programs

